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EDWARD KASNER
In most dynamical investigations
relating to conservative forces, in particular those connected with the principle of least action and the developments of
Hamilton and Jacobi, it is essential to group the possible motions according to
the value of the constant h representing
the total energy.
The trajectories corresponding to any given value of h are said to form a natural f family.
In the
case of a particle moving in a three-dimensional
conservative
field, a natural
family consists of oo4 curves.
Examples are the oo4 straight lines of space,
corresponding
to zero force; and the oo4 vertical parabolas whose directrices
are located in a fixed horizontal plane, corresponding
to gravity assumed constant.
In a paper published
in the preceding volume of these Transactions,j:
the general geometric character of natural families was expressed
in terms of osculating circles; and a certain reciprocity, analogous to that of
Scheffers for plane isogonal trajectories,
was established.
In the present paper, which may be read independently,
we start from the
remarkable theorem due to Thomson and Tait which states that the oo2 curves
of a natural family which meet any surface orthogonally are necessarily orthogonal to oo' surfaces, that is, form a normal congruence.
Our main object is to
show that this property belongs exclusively to natural families.
The new result
may be regarded as a converse of Thomson and Tait's theorem and stated as

follows :
Fa qttadrujdy-infinite
system of curves in space is such that oo2 curves of
the system meet an arbitrary
surface orthogonally
and always form a normal
congruence (that is, admit oo1 orthogonal
surfaces), then the system is of the
natural type.
Natural families present themselves not only in the study of dynamical tra* Presented to the Society at the Princeton meeting, September 13, 1909.
jThe
term natural was first used in this sense by Painlevé,
Journal
de Mathématiques,
vol. 10, 1K94. Of course no connection is to be inferred with natural or intrinsic
coordinates, that is, to invariance under the displacement group.
XNatural families of trajectories : conservative fields of forces, these Transactions,
vol. 10

(1909), pp. '-»01-219. This will be cited as earlier paper.
Trans Am Math. Soc. 8
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jectories, but also, for example, in the discussion of brachistochrones,
catenaries,
and optical path curves. * The many analogies that have been observed between
these theories are based on the fact that they all lead to variation problems of
the particular form f

f F(x,

y, z)ds = minimum

( ds=Vdx'1 + dy2+ dz'),

where F is any point function and ds is the element of length.
From the
purely mathematical
point of view a natural family may be defined as the
totality of extremals connected with such a variation problem.
In the kinetic interpretation
F represents the speed v, as found from the
energy equation

v2 = 2(W+h),
where W denotes the work function (negative

potential)

and the mass is assumed

to be unity.
The integral above then represents the action, Jvds,
and the
result is the principle of least action in the form given by Jacobi.
The complete
theorem of Thomson and Tait J is as follows : " If from all points of an arbitrary surface particles not mutually influencing one another be projected normally with the proper velocities [so as to make the sum of the kinetic and potential energies have a given value]; points which they reach with equal actions
lie on a surface cutting the paths at right angles."
The oo1 orthogonal surfaces
thus appear as surfaces of equal action. §
In the optical interpretation,
which is even more concrete, the function F
represents the index of refraction v, varying from point to point, and the integral Jvds is proportional
to the time.
We thus have Fermat's principle of
least time.
Thus the paths of light in an isotropic (not necessarily homogeneous)
medium (for example, the atmosphere) form a natural family.
Every natural
family may be obtained in this way. The oo1 surfaces orthogonal to a congru,
ence of paths present themselves as wave fronts (surfaces of equal time). ||
*Cf. Appell, 3Iécanique rationnelle, vol. 2, p. 216. For oth>r interpretations
see the introduction to the author's earlier paper.
fThis form is characterized
by the fact that the transversal relation reduces to orthogonality.
The theorem of Thomson and Tait thus presents itself as a special case of Kneser's general theory
of transversals.
Cf. Bolza,
Variationsrechnung,
pp. 131, 691.
X Treatise on natural philosophy (edition of 1879), part 1, section 332. Cf. Darboux,
Théorie
des surfaces, vol. 2, p. 468; APPELL, Mécanique rationnelle, vol. 2, p. 431.
§ A second converse which the author has obtained is as follows : If particles are projected
normally from a base surface into a conservative field, and if the oo2 trajectories
generated form
a normal congruence, then the initial velocities must be such that the total energy is constant.
This is true only "in general."
In the case of central forces it is in fact possible to obtain
normal congruences for which h is not constant.
¡| Usually the sets of wave surfaces so obtained will not form Lamé families, that is, cannot
be regarded as members of triply orthogonal systems.
The author has shown that the only
natural families leading to Lamé families are those composed of circles ; these oircles must be
orthogonal to a fixed sphere (of real, imaginary, or zero radius).
The corresponding
optical
and dynamical statements are quite simple.
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In § 1 the general condition that oo2 curves shall form a normal
is written out for the case of parametric representation.
In our
the curves are orthogonal to some base surface 2 by assumption.
fore expedient to expand the general condition in powers of the
which, starting with the value zero for any point of 2, varies along
onal curve through that point.
The result is then of the form

congruence
applications
It is thereparameter t
the orthog-

axt + il2t2 + Q,3? + ... = o.
For a normal congruence all the coefficients vanish.
If the leading coefficient
£lx vanishes the congruence may be described as " approximately
of normal
character."
If the first n coefficients vanish we describe the congruence as
" approximately normal to the nth degree of approximation."
A congruence
orthogonal to a surface 2 is approximately
normal when and only when it is
possible to construct oo2 curves osculating the given curves at the points of 2
and forming a normal congruence (in the exact sense).
In § 2 the converse theorem stated in italics above is proved.
The result is
then strengthened
in two directions.
In the first place it is sufficient to require
that the oo2 curves, belonging
to the quadruply-infinite
system, which are
orthogonal to an arbitrary surface 2 shall form an approximately
normal congruence.
The discussion then shows that they necessarily form an exact normal
congruence.
In the second place it is sufficient to make this demand for suitable manifolds (of course infinite) of base surfaces, instead of for all surfaces.
Special cases of the theorem of Thomson and Tait arise where the selected
base S degenerates into a point, considered as a small sphere, or into a curve,
considered as a thin tube.
We show in § 4 that the case of base points is not
sufficient to'characterize
the natural type.
Systems of oo4 curves exist, which,
though not natural, have the property that the curves passing through an arbitrary point always form a normal congruence.
If for every curve as base the corresponding
congruence is to be normal, the
system is necessarily natural.
If only the approximately
normal character
described above is demanded, the more general class of velocity systems is
obtained (§ 3). This type was defined in our earlier paper in terms of motion
(loci of equal speed) in connection with an arbitrary
field of force.*
Only for
conservative fields are the velocity systems of the natural type.
The general
velocity system is represented
by equations of the form

y"=(ir-y'eb)(l

+y'2 + z'2),

z" « (x - *'4>)(1 + /

+ a'2),

where eb, yfr, and % are arbitrary point functions, and is characterized
by the
property that the osculating circles constructed at any point p for the oo2 curves
»These Transactions,

vol. 10 (1909), p. 376.
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P, thus forming a bundle

(property A ). *
Natural families are distinguished
from other velocity systems by an additional peculiarity, property B, or its equivalent D, of our earlier paper, f
In
§ 4 of the present paper it is shown that this is simply expressed by the requirement that the curves through any point form a normal congruence.
Thus the
natural type is characterized
by these two properties : the curves through any
point admit oo1 orthogonal
surfaces, and the osculating circles constructed at
the common point form a bundle.
In the last section ( § 5) a contribution
is made to the general theory of
quadruply-infinite
systems of curves in space, the only assumption being that oo2
curves pass through every point, one in each direction.
It is shown that with
any system there are associated certain surfaces which when employed as bases
give rise to congruences of approximately
normal character.4;
These surfaces
satisfy a certain partial differential equation of the second order.
In the particular case of the velocity type this equation reduces to one of the first order,
and in the still more special case of the natural type it vanishes identically.
Although the discussion of the present paper is restricted
to ordinary space
of three dimensions, the results are, in all probability, valid for higher spaces
also.
In the case of two dimensions, however, the geometric part of Thomson
and Tait's theorem becomes trivial since any system of oo1 curves necessarily
admits orthogonal curves; the converse proposition is then not true.§

§ 1. Conditions
The condition

for

an exact

that a congruence

or

approximate

of curves, represented

normal

congruence.

in the usual form by

dx
dy
dz
A(x, y, z)~ B(x, y, z)~ C(x, y, zf
shall be normal is that the corresponding

total equation

Adx + Bdy + Cdz = 0
shall be exact;

this gives the familiar

result

A(Bz-C!/) + B(Ci-AJ+C(A;/-B,)

= 0.

*The analogous systems in the plane, y" = {<l>—#/Ç*)(l + y/ ), were first studied
by
Scheffers,
Leipziger
Berichte
(1898), in connection with isogonal trajectories.
t Property B states the mutual orthogonality
of the three hyperosculating
circles existing in
any bundle.
Property 1) may be expressed in simplified form as follows : The transformation
T from the point p to the point P is such that the three lineal elements at p each of which is converted by TMnto a cocircular element at Pare mutually orthogonal.
X In general no exactly normal congruences cau be obtained.
§ The results of our earlier paper hold for all dimensions.
That the present results remain valid
in three-dimensional
spaces of constant curvature may be shown by conformai representation.
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A congruence of curves defines a field of oo3 direction elements in space.
If
these elements are given in terms of three arbitrary parameters u, v, w (instead

of x, y, z) the field takes the form
x = X(u,

v, w),

y=Y(u,v,w),

dx: dy : dz = X(u,
The condition

z=Z(u,v,w),

v, w): Y(u, v, w): Z(u, v, w).

for a normal congruence

then becomes

X{(YXY)-(ZZX)}+Y{(ZYZ)-(XXY)}
where the parentheses denote jacobians
the parameters, so that, for example,

of the enclosed functions with respect to

Y

Y

Xu
Y

X v X te
Y Y

u

(YXY)=
J
\

+ Z{(XZX)-(YYZ)]=0,

U

Y

V

IP

0

w

In the applications below our congruence admits one orthogonal surface 2 by
assumption, and we may take our parameters relative to it as follows: Let u,
v denote Gaussian parameters on 2, and let w be the parameter which varies as
the point describes one of the orthogonal curves, assuming it to be zero as the
point starts out from the surface.
(In particular w might represent the distance
from 2 along the curve.)
The congruence then takes the form
X =

x + Axw + \A2w2 + •

Y=

y + Bxw + lB2w2 + ■

Z=

z + Cxw + lC2io2+--

X=

Ax + A2w + \A3iu2 + ■

Y =BX+

B2w + \B3v?

+ ■■

Z=C\+

C,w+\C3w2

+

the last three functions being found by differentiating
the first three with respect
to w.
Here the coefficients are all functions of u and v; for x, y, z are to be
replaced by the functions defining the surface 2; Ax, Bx, Cx are proportional
to
the direction cosines of the normal to the surface ; and the remaining coefficients
are arbitrary.

The condition

for a normal congruence,

expanded

in powers of w, now takes

the form
nxw + a2w2 + n3w3+

... =0,

where íl¿ depends for its value upon the quantities Ax, Bx, C\, ■■-, AHX, Bi+X, Ci+X,
involving only partial derivatives of the first order.
The absolute term neces-
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sarily vanishes, since the curves are orthogonal to 2 for which w = 0 by
assumption.
In case the congruence is normal all the coefficients il will vanish.
If the
first coefficient Qx vanishes then the congruence may be said to be normal to the
first degree of approximation.
In this case the curves may be regarded as
orthogonal to some surface infinitesimally close to 2.
In general the congruence will be said to be normal to the nth degree of approximation
(or to terms

of the nth order) provided
iix = n2 = ■■. = nn = o.
In the following applications we take up first the general
proper surface, and then the special cases where 2 reduces to
point respectively.
In the case of surface and curve we shall
explicit value of fi, only ; in the case of a point it will appear
identically and it will be necessary to calculate ii2 and il3.

§ 2. General

case where

the

base is a proper

case where 2 is a
a curve and to a
make use of the
that il vanishes

surface.

Consider an arbitrary quadruply infinite system of curves in space, assuming
that one passes through each point in each direction.
Such a system may be
defined by a pair of differential equations of the second order

(1)

y" = F(x,y,z,y',z),

z" = G(x,

y, z, y, z),

where F and G are uniform functions which we assume to be analytic in the
five arguments.
Denoting the initial values of x,y,z,y,
z, which may be
taken at random, by x, y, z, p, q respectively, and employing X, Y, Z as current coordinates, we may write the solutions of (1) in the form

Y= y+p(X-

(2)

x) + \F(X-

Z = z + q(X - x) + IG(X

x)2 + \M(X- x)2 + \N(X-xf+

Here F and G are expressed as functions of x, y, z, p,q,
by differentiating (1), are given by

M=Fx+pFy

xf +...,
■...

and M and F, found

+ qF, + FFp + GFq,

N= Gx +pGy + qGz + FGP + GG,r
The terms of higher order will not be needed in our discussion.
Equations
involve five arbitrary parameters but of course represent only oc4 curves.
Consider now an arbitrary surface 2

(4)

»-=/(*, y)-

(2)
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At each point of this surface and normal to it a definite curve of the given
family (1) may be constructed.
A certain congruence will thus be determined.
We wish to express the condition that this shall be of the normal type, that is,
that the oo2 curves shall admit a family of orthogonal surfaces.
The direction normal to the surface 2 at any point is given by

l:p:q

=fx:fy:-l,

so that

(5)

p = P(x,y),

q=Q(x,y),

where

(5')

Pmfj:

Q=-\.

These functions are connected by the relation

(5")

PQx-QP*-Qy = 0.

The equations of the oo2 curves corresponding
may now be written

Y=y

to the given initial

+ Pt + \Ft2 + \M?+

z=f+

-..,

Qt + \Gt2+ \m + ...,

where t takes the place of A7-—a; in (2), and where the bars indicate
substitution (4), (5) has been carried out, so that, for example,

(6')

conditions

that the

F(x,y)=F(x,y,f,F,Q).

The coefficients of the powers of t in (6) are thus functions of the two parameters x, y.
The congruence (6) defines a field of lineal elements, which, in terms of the
three parameters t, x, y, is given by

X=x

+ t,

Y=y + Pt + \Ft2 + \m+...,

(7)

z = f+qt
Y=P

+ \Gt2 + \m+...,

+ Ft+

¡Mt2+

■■■,

Z' = Q+Gt + \Ñt + ■■-.
The condition

(8)

for a normal congruence

(Y'XY)-(Z'ZX)

+ Y'(Z'YZ)-Z'(Y'YZ)

*In the present case X: Y:Z = 1 : Y* :Z'.

Beltrami.

Cf. Bianchi-Lukat,

is *

= 0,

We may also use the convenient

Differentialgeometrie, p. 340.

form due to
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denote jacobians

F+MÍ

+ -..

taken

Px + Fxt+---

to t. x, y.

For

Py + Fyt+-^

1

(Y'XY)
p + Ft+
Expanding

with respect

[April

our results

1 + FJ+-

FJ + ■

■■■

in powers of t, and writing

down only the terms of first

degree, we find

( YXY)=F

- PPy - Fx + t{M- Fx - PFy) + ■■-,

(Z'ZX) = QJ- Qyfx+QQ- Gfy+t{-Ñfy+GJ- Gyfx+QGy}
+ ---,
(ZYZ)=QQx+P(Qyfx-QJy)-Gfx+ t{-Ñfx+F(Qyfx-Qxfy)
(8')
+ G(Pxfy-Pyff)+ QGx+P(Gyfx-Gxf„)+ Q(Q,Py-P,Qv)}+ -■-,
(YYZ) = QFX+ PPyfx - PPxfy - Ffx

+ t{-Mfx+ QF-FQX+ GPx+P(Fyfx-Fxfy + QxPy-PxQy)}+ ■■-.
Substituting

these values in (8), we find that the part free from t is

1

Q(l+P>+Q>)(PQx-QPx-Qy),

(9)

which vanishes in consequence of (5"). This is as it should be, since our oo2
curves are orthogonal to 2 by construction.
The terms containing the first power of t give

(l + P2+Of)(PGx-QFx-Gy)
(10)

+ 2F{(P2+ Q2)(Qx-PQy) + 2GfPPy -(P2+

Q2)PX}= 0.

From (6') we find

F=F+Ff+FP+FQ.
a

x

'

x.i

x

'

with corresponding
results for Gx and
observing from (5) and (5') that

fx-

Q'

/y-

p

G .

Ç'

x

'

q lux7

Substituting

these

values,

Qa= PQx-QP^

we may reduce (10) to

2F{PQPx+ q-Qf + 2G{PP(10')

(F+ Q2)PX)- (1+ F+ Q2)x

{QF-F-PGx+Gy+(QF-QG-PGr)Px+GPy+QFqQx}=0.

and

NATURAL
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This is then a necessary condition in order that the oo2 curves belonging to
the quadruply infinite system (1) and orthogonal to the surface (4) shall form
a normal congruence.
The result is to hold in virtue of (4) and (5).
It is of course not a sufficient condition.
It merely expresses the fact that
the curves orthogonal to 2 are also orthogonal to some consecutive surface,
that is, that the congruence is approximately
normal to the first degree.
Our main problem is to find all systems (1) which have the orthogonality
property with respect to every base surface 2.
It is then necessary that (10')
should be true for an arbitrary function f(x,
y).
The function can be so
selected that for any chosen values of x and y the quantities, f, P, Q, Px,
Pt, Qr, shall take on arbitrary numerical values ; for the only relation to be fulfilled is (5") and this merely determines Pt . The condition (10') must therefore hold identically.
Arranging
it in the form

(10")

(1 + F + Q2)C0+ QCxQx+ C2Py-

and equating

coefficients

to zero, we find

Co- qFx-F-pGx+Gy

c\ = (l+p2
(H)

C3Px = 0,

= 0,

+ q2)Fq-2qF=0,

a = (l+p2+q2)Gp-2PG

= 0,

c9 = (l+p2+q2){qGq+pGp-qFp}+2pqF-2(p2+q2)G
Integration
gives

of the second and third

F~f1(p,x,y,*)(l+p*

+ q>),

of these partial

= 0.
differential

G = gx(q,x,y,z)(l+p2

+ q2),

where f. and gx denote unknown functions of the four arguments
Substituting
these values in the fourth equation, we find

f = -f-pcb,

gx=X-qcb,

where eb, yfr, x are functions of x, y, z only.
three equations of the set (11) is therefore

F=(+-pcb)(l+P2

+ q2),

*.-%+*(*,-+.)

The general solution

G=(x-q4>)(l+P>

We have still to satisfy the first equation

(13)

indicated.

J1/) = 9\q '

and therefore

(12)

equations

of the last

+ q2)-

of (11), which now reduces to

+ f(+,-*.)-0-
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(13')

f.-Xy-0>

and hence are expressible

(13")
The solutions

theorem

%,-^
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satisfy the equations

= 0,

as the derivatives

<b= Lx,
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cby-fx = 0,

of a common function in the form

f = Ly,

%=L.

of the set (11) are therefore

(14) F=(Ly-pLf)(l+p2

+ q2),

G = (Lz-pLx)(l+p2

+ q2),

involving an arbitrary function L of x, y, z. The resulting system (1) is thus
recognized to be a natural family.*
This gives our fundamental

Theorem I. If a quadruply infinite system of curves in space, one passing
in each direction through each point, has the property that those oo2 members
of it which are orthogonal to an arbitrarily
selected surface always form a
normal congruence (that is, admit oo1 orthogonal
surfaces), then the system
must be a natural family.
That natural families of trajectories actually have this property is known from
Thomson and Tait's theorem.
In the above discussion use has been made not
of the complete condition for a normal congruence, but only of condition (10')
derived from the terms of the first order in t.
We may therefore state a
stronger converse result as follows :

Theorem
II.
The only systems of oo4 curves which have the ^i-operty that
the curves orthogonal to any surface are always orthogonal
to sor ¡ infinitesimally neighboring
surface are those of the natural type.
If a congruence of curves meets two neighboring surfaces orthogonally it need
not meet oo1 surfaces orthogonally and therefore it approximates
but need not
coincide with a normal congruence.
The above theorem shows however that if
the weak requirement of approximate normal character be imposed on all the
congruences obtained from the given quadruply infinite system, they will all be
exactly normal.
We may further strengthen
our theorem by demanding the orthogonality
property for some instead of all surfaces.
Our fundamental
equations (11)
resulted from the fact that x,y,z,
f, P, Q, Px, P , Qx, might receive arbitrary numerical values.
It will therefore be sufficient to take a manifold of
surfaces sufficiently large to leave these quantities, or the equivalent quantities

(i5)

»>y» 3,S,,V

*«'**»'*,*'

unrestricted.
Since these quantities define a differential
the second order, we may state the result as follows :
*See these Transactions,

vol. 10 (1909), p. 204.

surface

element

of

natural
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Theorem
III.
If in theorem II, and, a fortiori, in theorem I, toe consider
instead of all surfaces, a manifold of surfaces containing all the oo8 differential
elements of second order (15), the results are still valid.
The smallest manifolds of this sort are composed of oo6 surfaces.
The totality
of quadrics would be more than sufficient.
The paraboloids
z = a + bx + cy + axx2 + bxxy + c, y2

would be sufficient.
In the discussion of base curves and points
smaller manifolds of bases will present themselves.

2. Case where

the

that follows,

base is a curve.

We now consider those curves of a given system

(1)

y"= F(x,y,z,y',z),

which meet an arbitrary

z" = G(x,y,

z, y , z)

curve

(16)

y=f(x),

z = g(x)

orthogonally,
and impose the condition
for a normal congruence
(to first
approximation).
The oo2 possible initial elements (x, y, z, p, q) may be written in terms of
two parameters x and p as follows :

y=f(x),

q = Bp+ S,

z=g(x),

where

(17)

1
S=- " 9"

Bm-^-,,

This results from the orthogonality
expressed by

(18') _

of the directions

l+pf

(1 :p : q) and (1 :f:

g'),

+ qg' = 0,

and giving

(18)
The congruence

q=S
orthogonal

+ pB.

to the base curve (16) may be written

tion field in the form

(19)

X=x

+ t,

Y=f

+ pt + \Ft2+

Z = g+qt

-..,

+ iGt2+---,

Y' = p + Ft + \Mt2+

•..,

Z = S + pB + Gt + \M2+

■••,

as a direc-
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where the parameters are t, x, and p.
The bars indicate
(16), (18) has been effected, so that, for example,

(19')

F(x,p)==F(x,f,g,

The requisite

(Y'XY)=f'-p

jacobians

that the substitution

p, S+pB).

taken with respect to t, x, p are

+ t(f'-p)Fp

(ZZX) = B(S + PB-g')

(Z'YZ) = B{pg'-f'(S

+ -..,

+ t(S + pB-

g')Gp + ■■■,

+ PB)} + t[(S + PB)(S' + pF)

+ gBF-g'G
(Y'YZ) =pg -f'(S

[April

+ {pg'-f'(S

+ pB)}Gp] +■■■,

+ PB) + t[p(S' + pF)

+f'BF-f'G

+ {pg'-f'(S

+ pB)}Fp] +-...

Developing the condition for a normal congruence in powers of t, we find that
the absolute term vanishes identically, while the coefficient 01 of the first power
gives

(20)

(B -pS)F-{l+pS(S
*

+ B(S+pB)G-{p

Eliminating

+ pB)}G-2B2(S+PB)F+PG
_

+ B(S + pB)}{pG-(S+pB)Fp-G}

S by means of (18), and substituting

F=F+BF,
p
P

-2BF

= 0.

the values

GP =G P +BGa,?

9

derived from (19'), we may reduce (20) to

/ 2PG = (l + f + q2)Gp+B[(l+p2+q2)(F-Gq)-2pF+2qG]
+ B2[(l+p2+q2)Fq-2qF]=0.
If this is to hold for all curves (16) it must be an identity.
For the curve
(16) can be so selected that x, y, z, p, q, B receive arbitrarily
assigned
numerical values.
Hence we have the three partial differential equations

(20")

(l+p2

+ q2)Fii-2qF=0,

(l+p2

+ q2)Gp-2PG

(l+p* + q>)(Fp-Gq)-2pF+2qG
This set is seen to be equivalent
general solution is

F=(*-peb)(l+p2+q2),

= 0,

= 0.

to the last three of the equations

G = (x-p4>)(l+p2+q2),

(11).
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of x,y,z.

The quadruply

infinite system

(1) thus takes the form
(21)

y"=(^-y'tb)(l+t/

+ z'2),

Z=(x-z'cb)(l+t/

+ Z2).

This is recognized to be a velocity system, according to the terminology of the
author's earlier paper.
It is characterized
geometrically by the property that
the circles of curvature constructed at any point for those curves of the system
which pass through that point form a bundle, i. e., have another point in
common (property A).
We have made use of merely one term in the complete
condition for a normal congruence.
Hence our result is
Theorem
IV.
Every velocity system has the property that those members
of it which meet an arbitrarily
selected base curve * orthogonally
are also
orthogonal to some neighboring surface (necessarily tubular).
Conversely, if a
quadruply infinite system has this property for all base curves it will be of the

velocity type.
The converse result remains valid if instead of all base curves we take a
manifold which allows x,f,
g, f ', g' to take arbitrary values.
The smallest
number of base curves that would be sufficient is oo4. Two adequate manifolds
of curves are made use of in the following
Theorem V.
The converse result of theorem IV remains valid if the only
bases employed are the oo4 straight
lines of space; or, the oo4 curves of the

system itself.
§4. Case where

the

base is a point.

When the base is a point orthogonality means merely incidence.
Consider
then the oo2curves of the system (1) which pass through a given point (x,y,z).
Define the initial direction by y' = p, z' = q, wherep and q are now arbitrary;
the resulting congruence takes the form

X=x

+ t,

Y=y+pt
(22)

+ lF? + \Mt3+...,

Z = z + qt + \Gt2 + \m
Y=p

+ ■■■,

+ Ft + \Mt2+...,

z = q+ Gt + \m + .--.
Our jacobians,

calculated

to terms of the third order in t, instead of merely

* This curve may or may not belong to the given system.
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are found to be

(Y'XY) = iFqt2 + lM/+...,
(Z'ZY) = \Gpt2 + \N/+..-,

- (ZYZ) = qt+ \{pGp + qFp + 2qGff + \{q(F\Gq-

F\Gp)

-Gl + qNq+ ipNp + lqMff+..-,
-(Y'YZ)=pt

+ \{pGq + qFq + 2pFp)t2 + \{p(FpGq-FqGp)

-Fx + PMp + iqMq + ipNft3 +■■-,

where

(22')

Fx = Fx+pFy + qF,

Gx= Gx+pGy + qGt.

Expanding
the condition for a normal congruence, we find that there are no
terms independent of t, the coefficient ilx of t vanishes identically, the coefficient
il2 of t2 gives

(23)

(1 + q2)Fq-

(1 +p2)Gp +Pq(Fp

- Gq) + 2(PG-

qF) = 0,

and the coefficient ii3 of f gives

(l + q2)M-(l+p2)Np+pq(M-Xq)

+ o(PG-qF)(Fp

+ Gq)

+ Zp(Gx+PGy + qG,) - 2>q(Fx+PFy + qFf¡ = 0.
By means of (23) and (22') the equation
venient form

(24)

(1 + q*)Fiq-(l+p2)GXp+pq(Flp-Glq)

In order that a quadruply

(1)

(24') may be written

y" = F(x,y,z,

infinite

y',z),

in the more con-

+ o(PFx - qG,) = 0.

system

z" = G(x,

y, z, y , z)

shall have the property that the oo2 curves through an arbitrary point form a
normal congruence, it is necessary that the functions
F(x, y, z, p, q) and

G(x, y, z, p, q) fulfill the conditions (23) and (24).
As stated above, the coefficient of the first power of t vanishes identically ; in
fact, if we think of the point as a small sphere, the curves passing through it,
for any system (1), may be considered as meeting the sphere twice orthogonally.
Equation (23) is the condition for approximation
of the second degree; while
(24) and (23) are the conditions for approximation
of the third degree.
It is easily verified that all velocity systems

y"=(^-y'cb)(l+y2

+ z'2),

»"» (x — z'cp)(l +/

+ /),
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in (24), however, we find a restriction,

which

f. ~ Xy+P{Xx- <P.)+ ?(£„ - VÜ = °Since this is to hold identically, the result is a natural family.
In this case we
know that the congruences are actually of the normal type.
Hence
Theorem
VI.
The only velocity systems which have the property that the
curves through an arbitrary point form a normal* congruence are the natural

families.
By combining this with the first part of theorem V, we obtain the following
Theorem
VII.
If a quadruply infinite system is such that the congruences
constructed by taking as base every straight
line and every point of space are
normal, then the same will be true when the base is any surface or any curve,
and the system must be natural, f
It is easily seen that conditions (23) and (24), expressing the approximate
fulfillment of the condition for a normal congruence in the case of base points,
are not of themselves sufficient to characterize
natural families.
In fact the
general solution of these two partial equations for the determination
of F and
G, one of the first and the other of the second order, would involve arbitrary
functions of four arguments, and thus would include the natural type, which
involves a function of only three arguments, as a very special case.
This question now arises : Can a system of oo4 curves, other than the known
natural type, be such that the oo2 curves through an arbitrary
point form a
normal congruence?
That the answer is in the affirmative we show by an
example.
The direct attack on the problem, according to the method hitherto
pursued in this paper, would lead to great difficulties ; it would require the discussion of the endless set of equations, of successively higher order, obtained by
adjoining to (23) and (24) the conditions derived from the powers of t beyond

the third.
To obtain an appropriate
are of the special form

(25)

example, we consider

y" = F(p,q),

the systems whose equations

z"=G(p,q),

the variables x, y, z being absent.
Excluding
the case where F and G both
vanish, such systems are not natural.
They are characterized
by the fact that
they admit the group of all translations.
It will therefore be sufficient to test
the character of the curves through a single point, for instance, the origin.
For the functions appearing in (25), we observe, from (22'), that the derived
functions
Fx and Gx vanish and hence condition (24) is satisfied.
Condition
*It is sufficient to demand the third degree of approximation.
|It is sufficient to demand the first approximation
in the case of the straight
third in the case of the points.

lines, and the
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(23) may be fulfilled by taking either F or G at random and calculating the
other function ; this can easily be effected by quadratures.
Thus all systems
allowing the complete group of translations and such that the curves through
an arbitrary point fulfill the normal condition up to terms of the third order
may be obtained by quadratures.
It will be sufficient to consider the special case where G is assumed to vanish,
that is, where the curves are assumed to lie in planes perpendicular
to the xz
plane.
The systems are then found to be of the form

(26)

y"= p2f(^Y\

where f is an arbitrary

function

Consider

now the particular

(27)
included

of one argument.
system

y" = p2,
in this form.

s"= 0'

The integral

curves are

y = lo%bx1+-a<
involving four arbitrary constants.

s"-0,

* = ô* + &.<

The oo2 curves passing through the origin are

y = log-,
J
° x + a

The differential

z mmbx.

equations of this congruence are

dx
dy
dz
~x = e»—1 = 7 '
the corresponding

total equation,

xdx + ( e'J— 1 ) dy + zdz = 0,
is actually integrable,

giving as the oo1 orthogonal

surfaces

x2 + z2 + 2(e" — y) = constant.
Our example (27), which evidently is not of the natural type, enables us to state
Theorem
VIII.
A quadruply infinite system may have the property that
the curves through an arbitrary
point form a normal congruence, without
necessarily being a natural system.
Not all systems of the form (26) have the required property.
For consider
the particular system

(28)
whose integral

2/"=Kl + 'f)<

z" = °>

curves are the parabolas

y = ( 1 + b2)x2 + ax + ax,

z = bx + bx.
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The congruence

through

the origin is

y = (1 + b2)x2 + ax,
with the differential
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z = bx,

equations

dx

dy

dz

x ~~ y + x2 + z2

Since the corresponding

z

total equation

xdx + zdz + ( y + x2 + z'2) dy = 0
is not integrable, the congruence is not normal.
This example shows that a system may be such that the curves through an
arbitrary
point form a congruence
which is normal to the third degree of
approximation without being exactly normal.

§5. The family
Given an arbitrary

(29)

of surfaces
quadruply

y" =F(x,y,

related

to an arbitrary

system.

infinite system of curves

z,p,

q),

z" = G(x, y, z,p,

q),

where p and q stand for y and z respectively, it is evident that in general there
will exist no surface such that the oo2 curves of the system which meet the surface orthogonally form a normal congruence.
If, however, it is merely required
that the oo2 curves shall be of the normal character to the first approximation,
that is, shall be orthogonal
to some consecutive surface, then solutions will

always exist.
The requisite

condition

on the surface

(30)

z =f(x,

y)

is furnished by equation (10').
In the present discussion F and G are considered as the given functions and f is to be found.
Rearranging
the equation in
terms of second derivatives of f, we write it

(31)

Bü+ BJxx+BJxy + BJm=0,

where the coefficients are functions

of x, y, z, p,

q, determined

by F and G

as follows:

qB9 = (\+p-

+ f-)( qFx -F-p

Gj: + G;i),

/?, S (1 +f +ff)(pqFp + q2F-p-Gi-pqGq)

+ 2(f + f)(pG-qF),

] if ■ (1 + p2 + q2)(2pGp + qGq - qFp) + 2pqF-2(,f
If = 2pG-(l+p2
Trims. Am. Mirth. Soc. 10

+ q2)Gp.

+ 2p2)G,
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Here p and q take the place of P and Q respectively in the discussion of § 2,
so that we must substitute

(32)

pJj;

<!=-}■

After the substitution (30), (32), the coefficients 2?. become known functions of
x, y,f,fx,
f . Denoting these new functions by 2?., we have
Theorem
IX.
With any quadruply infinite system of curves (29), there is
associated a certain family of surfaces, namely, the solutions of the Monge
partial differential equation of the second order

(33)

B,+ BJxx + B2fxy+ B3fyy= 0,

where the coefficients are found from F and G by differentiations
and eliminations.
The oo2 curves of the given system which are orthogonal to any surface
of this family are also orthogonal to some consecutive surface, that is, form
an approximate normal congruence.
In case the system is of the natural type, equation (33) is of course an
identity in f.
In fact the set of equations obtained by putting the four coefficients B¡, or the corresponding
coefficients B., separately equal to zero is
equivalent to the set (11) whose solution yielded the natural systems in the dis-

cussion of § 2.
When

will (33) reduce to an equation of the first order?

The conditions

for

this are
Bx = B2=B3
which, in the notation of equations

= 0,

(11), are seen to be equivalent

to

Cx=C2 = C3=0.
The system must therefore

be of the velocity type

y"=(+-p<b)(í+p2+q2),

z"=(x-qcb)(l+p2+q2).

In this case, (33) reduces to

(34)
The integral

(*. - xM + (Xx- f.)/, ~(tsurfaces are generated

(35)

by the curves (characteristics)

dx • = - i]y

t.-Xn

±) = °-

m

(h

x* —4>, <r\-'<fV

These are the curl lines connected with the vector field* <p, a//-, xTheorem X.
For a general system of curves the associated equation (33)
is actually of the second order, the only exceptions arising as follows : for
*This represents

the force which generates

the velocity system.
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a natural system, the equation holds identically ; for any other velocity system
the equation is merely of the first order.
In the first case the associated
family of surfaces is thus larger, and in the second smaller, than usual.
This deficiency refers to proper surfaces.
We have already seen that, in the
velocity type, an arbitrary curve employed as base gives rise to a congruence of
approximately normal character.
Thus, in addition to the proper surfaces (34),
all curves may be regarded as limiting cases belonging to our family (33).
In
general we may with Lie replace the concept surface by the more general concept of union (Elementverein),
that is, manifold of oo2 surface elements in
united position.
We might in fact have started out from this point of view and
thereby should have avoided the separate discussion of curves and points.
However this would have required the introduction of appropriate
systems of homogeneous .coordinates for differential surface elements.
One of our former results may be stated in the form : If the equation (33) is
satisfied by all quadrics, or merely by the paraboloids
z = a + bx + cy + axx2 + bxxy + cxy2,

it must hold identically, so that the corresponding system must be natural.
We
now discuss the analogous question for spheres.
The oo4 spheres of space may be defined by the set of partial differential

equations
J xx

(36)

'J

Jxy
x

J yy

J xJ y

' ./ y

If then the associated family of surfaces is to include the spheres, equation (33)
must be satisfied in consequence of (36).
Eliminating/^
and f
by means of
(36), and making use of (32), we find that (33) reduces to

pBü + {(1 + q2)Bx+pB2

+ (p2 + q2)B3}fxy = 0.

This must be true for all values oifx, ; hence

B0 = 0,

(l + q2)Bx + pB2 + (p2 + q2)B3 = 0,

that is,

(37)

qFx-F-pGx

+ Gy=0,

(38) (l+-q*)Fq-(l+p2)Gp+pq(Fp-G,/)

+ 2(pG-qF)

= 0.

The latter is recognized as the condition that all points shall give rise to
approximately
(of first degree) normal congruences.
The other equation, (37),
is easily seen to be the condition that (33) shall be satisfied by all planes.
If for each point and for each plane as base, the congruence of orthogonal
curves is approximately
of normal character, then the same is true for an arbitrary

sphere.

*The result
natural type.

The systems
involves

arbitrary

of this sort are defined by equations
functions

of four arguments,

(37), (38).*

hence is more general than the
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It is easily seen that the only velocity systems satisfying condition (37) are
those of the natural type.
Making use of theorem V, we thus have
Theorem XI. If a system of curves is such that the oo2 curves orthogonal
to any straight line or to any plane are orthogonal
to some neighboring
surface then the system must be natural.
If for an arbitrary
curve as base the congruence of orthogonal curves is
(exactly) normal, then the same must be true for any point as base.
For the
curve may be made to shrink up to the point.
Hence, by combining the converse result of theorem IV with theorem VI, we have
Theorem
XII. Natural systems are characterized
by the requirement
that
the curves of the system which are orthogonal to an arbitrarily
selected curve
(inside or outside the system) form a normal congruence.
It is even sufficient to take as base curves merely the oo6 circles of space.
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